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DuPont™ Zodiaq®
Pietra Collection

Timeless Beauty for Contemporary Living.

Innovative surfaces are infused with the variegated beauty of the natural 
world to form the alluring designs of Zodiaq®. Inspired by noble materials 

of the past and refined by modern science, the evocative patterns of the 
Pietra Collection open the door to reimagining interiors and creating 

public and private surroundings that stand out for their unique character. 
The rich expressiveness of the Zodiaq® color tones recalls an era of 

timeless elegance while permitting new aesthetic combinations to suit the 
ever-changing tastes of modern society. These imaginative surfaces with 
nuanced veins and markings appeal to clients in search of spaces that 

convey a bold new direction and unparalleled sophistication.



Versillia Grigio

Clad in the eye-catching veined pattern of Versillia 
Grigio, the sleek island is set against traditional 
parquet flooring and becomes a striking kitchen 

centerpiece.
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London Sky

The cloudy beige London Sky motif on the 
countertop and backsplash elegantly contrasts 
with cabinets in a dark wood veneer to create a 

sophisticated kitchen décor in an urban townhouse.
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Venetia Cream

The ethereal silver sage Venetia Cream on the 
countertop adds a lustrous shine to the heavyset 
island and dark-toned floor, lightening the mood  

and ensuring the kitchen is the center of attention.
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Portoro

Set in the pitch-black Portoro palette,  
the sober fireplace provides the perfect 

counterbalance to a stylish living room adorned 
with an eclectic mix of modern design.
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Valente Pearl

The polished countertop in off-white Valente Pearl 
adds a hint of refinement to the understated Art 

Deco interiors of a lakeside villa.
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Grigione

Marked by pitch-dark specks set on a grayish field, 
the opulent Grigione pattern brings a sense of 
solidity and depth to a lavish reception area  

at a five-star hotel.
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Octavio

Surrounded by rich wood paneling and a delicate 
stucco ceiling, the warm gray texture of Octavio 
on the bar countertop blends effortlessly with the 

classic decor to evoke an Old World bistro.
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Calacatta Natura

Enriched by the evocative veined design  
found in the muted gray Calacatta Natura,  

the wall and display stand provide a much-needed 
touch of luxe to a high-end fashion boutique.
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DuPont™ Zodiaq® - Contacts

North America
Canada, United States:
Consumers: 800-426-7426
Professionals: please contact your distributor representatives, or call 800-436-6072 for samples

Latin America
Argentina: 0800 333 8766 | +54 11 4021 4736
Brazil: 0800 17 17 15
Chile: +56 2 362 2423
Colombia: +57 1-6292202
Mexico: 01 800 849 7514 | +52 55 5722 1150

DuPont™ Zodiaq® thanks the following companies for their collaboration with the photo-shoot:

API www.antichipavimentiitaliani.it

Barazza www.barazzasrl.it

Cappellini Antichi Pavimenti www.cappelliniantichipavimenti.it 

Carl Hansen & Son  www.carlhansen.com 

Dornbracht www.dornbracht.com

Fantini www.fantini.it

Gallotti&Radice www.gallottiradice.it

Kasthall www.kasthall.com
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Styling: www.patriziacantarella.com
Photography: www.riccardobianchifotografo.com
Set Design: www.cristoforisanti.it
Set Production: www.ottonove.net
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